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Welcome to the CCE Newsletter, in which we cover updates of
the center's activities and initiatives, upcoming events and
opportunities!

Get Engaged 2022

This Summer 2022, AUCA hosted the Get Engaged conference for the first time in history
and welcomed the largest cohort of students and coordinators from the Open Society

University Network (OSUN)! This is the 9th in a row and 1st in-person conference within the
umbrella of OSUN.

The conference was organized by the Centers for Civic Engagement at AUCA and Bard College on
June 23 – June 30, 2022.

Get Engaged: Student Action & Youth
Leadership conference is an annual
leadership program run by OSUN that brings
together undergraduate students to strengthen a
global network of leaders and innovators who
are working with community partners to develop
solutions to local and global challenges. The
conference exposes students to a wide range of
ideas and experiences to help them lead
community-based projects more effectively. The
Get Engaged conference is a venue for sharing
experiences, learning new skills, honing
leadership styles, and networking with
international peers.

The conference features workshops, leadership
training, and project presentations from students
across the international network including Al
Quds Bard, Ashesi University, American
University of Beirut, American University of
Bulgaria, American University of Central
Asia, Bard College, Bard College Berlin, Brac
University, Central European University,
HUBS Refugee Education, European
Humanities University, Fulbright University
of Vietnam, Haitian Education and
Leadership Program, National Sun Yat-Sen,
Tuskegee University, Universidad de Los
Andes, University of the Witwatersrand.

 
AUCA Center for Civic Engagement would
like to express special gratitude to ASEL
SYDYKBAEVA, ASC Student Visa and

Registration Coordinator, for her
enormous efforts and great contribution in

organizing the conference!

The Report of the Get Engaged Conference 2022 at AUCA
The conference's official opening was held on Friday, June 24 at AUCA CH hall...

  auca.kg

AUCA Legal Clinic

On June 14-15, the AUCA Legal Clinic of the International and Business Law department with the
support from the Center for Civic Engagement presented their services at the Probation
Department under the Ministry of Justice of the Kyrgyz Republic.

The Legal Clinic provides free legal consultations in civil, family, labor and social security law to all
citizens in need. Four IBL students Bermet Nuralyeva, Aidana Myrzymamytova, Sabina Nusupova
and Altynai Dzhumakeeva under the supervision of Jannat Kovalchuk, head of the Legal Clinic,
provided free consultations to employees of the Probation Department.

Юридическая клиника проводит консультации
Юридическая клиника факультета «Международное и бизнес право» совместно с Центром
гражданской активности АУЦА провела консультации в Департаменте пробации...

  auca.kg

Student Initiative Development Program

In 2021-22 AY, SIDP supported 24 student projects (19 local, 5 international)

Fall 2021

Basketball for All (2nd round)

Project Goals: To raise
awareness about autism
spectrum disorder and Down
syndrome and create an
inclusive environment for
children with special needs via
a space where children can
develop social and physical
skills through regular basketball
trainings and interactions with
student volunteers.

Project Results: In the period
of October 9-December 11,
2021, 36 children with
disabilities and 32 volunteers
from AUCA and FLEX alumni
program were involved in the
basketball sessions in Bishkek
city. This round of the project’s
implementation, not only the
number of beneficiaries
increased from 46 to 68, but
also there was a wider
advertisement campaign in
social media and television
(e.g., TV1, Kloop.kg, Pyramide
channel, Mir TV) and a
professional basketball coach
who has a Master’s degree in
Pedagogy was invited.

Project Leader: Saliya
Khurova, BA-120

"I became co-coordinator of the
program this semester, but I
have been volunteering and
assisting Aidin (project founder)
for 2 years. I work on improving
the project. [...] I want it to
become a well-known project
that was created and
coordinated by AUCA students.
[...] It would be amazing to
expand “Basketball for All” to
each region of Kyrgyzstan as
there are also children with
autism who need trainings."

Central Asian Nomad Youth

Project Goals: To educate,
motivate and share new
opportunities with the
vulnerable population of young
people, who reside in the
zones of conflict and wars
between two neighboring
countries (i.e., the border
between Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan).

Project Results: During
January 12-14, 2022, 25 high
school students (8-11 grades)
attended the workshops on the
following topics in the
framework of the project:
community service,
volunteering, time
management, debating,
educational opportunities in
Kyrgyzstan and abroad, new
professions of the future in the
field of digitalization, funding
opportunities, etc.

Project Leader: Erkebai
Bakhadinov, BA-121

"[Coming from Batken,] I saw
how my classmates went to
other countries as migrant
workers in the buildings. They
didn't even try to apply for the
universities (boys), and girls
married ahead of schedule…
all of them were damaged after
conflict on borders with
Tajikistan. Some of them are
lost ones."

Advanced Training in Digital Literacy for Regional School

Teachers (2nd round)

Project Goals: To massively educate school
teachers of Kyrgyzstan’s remote areas on digital
literacy. 
 
Project Results: From February 19 till April 3,
2022, 60 school teachers from villages in Issyk-
Kul and Naryn regions attended the program
and learnt how to preliminarily lead classes in
Zoom, prepare PPTs for their classes, prepare
exams and tests in Google Forms and many
other platforms that could be used for the online
mode of classes.

Project Leader: Adina Sulumbekova, LAS-118

"The problem teachers and students face is
mostly technical issues and inability to
effectively cooperate through digital platforms
that they use. Lack of gadgets, no TVs, absence
of internet, or incomprehensible video tutorials
are the first round of the issues they face…
These issues are in most cases severe in
remote regions of Kyrgyzstan and they are the
ones who suffered the most during the lockdown
period when all of the schools in Kyrgyzstan
switched from traditional ways of learning to
online."

Kurmanzhan

Project Goals: To support and
stimulate the initiatives of girls
from Batken region in
graduating classes who want to
develop themselves in science
activities through an
educational camp that includes
training lessons in the field of
STEM.

Project Results: On January
14-16, 2022, 15 female school
students participated in a 3-day
educational camp and attended
the workshops on preparation
for Nationwide testing,
introduction to STEM,
introduction to social projecting,
self-development, and mental
health. During the last day, all
participants were divided in 3
groups according to the topic
(STEM in agriculture, STEM in
medicine, STEM in education)
and presented their project
plans to be implemented within
1 month.

Project Leader: Aizirek
Erkebaeva, IBL-120

"Before starting the project
plan, I did a month-long
research in order to understand
the real need for this initiative. I
can say that we saw the
problem that we identified in
the project plan with our own
eyes: the lack of technological
equipment in schools in
Batken, gender stereotypes
towards girls in schools, and on
the part of the family."

Ayalzat Kuchu

Project Goals: To increase the
quality of life of women in the
regions through a mentorship
program and information
sessions on various topics
related to civic engagement.

Project Results: On February
5-6, 2022, 20 female
participants (10 high school
students, 7 university students,
3 women on maternity leave)
took active part in a 2-day
conference that included hybrid
information sessions with
experts in the fields of civic
engagement and women
empowerment, such as
Gulnara Kalikova, Emil
Umetaliev, Ulan Usoin, and a
mentorship program in Talas
city.

Project Leader: Begimai
Azizbekova, ECO-120

"The state of women in society
of our country is wretched, and
women from the countryside
are affected the most. The
order of our patriarchal society
discourages and does not allow
women to actively participate
and succeed in life. Therefore,
the core objective of the project
is empowering women in the
region both professionally and
morally."

Self-Development Club

Project Goals: To create a corner for self-
development of schoolchildren in the villages by
opening clubs where students could come and
engage in various activities, such as painting,
playing chess, playing sports and reading.
 
Project Results: 30 high school students (9-11
grades) from Kochkor village, Naryn region,
participated in a 1-day intensive training
program on how to open a club on January 17,
2022. During the program, they attended the
workshops on the topics of “Setting SMART
goals,” “Leadership,” “Time management,”
“Working in team,” “Effective memorizing” and
other interactive activities.

Project Leader: Aizhamal Duishonbekova,
ECO-119

"Since I am from a small village in Kyrgyzstan, I
am well aware of the obstacles that students
face in remote schools. In my own experience,
at the school I went to, there were no classes
other than school materials. By observing my
classmates, I saw that they lost motivation and
interest in further studies. Therefore, the goal of
the project was to motivate these children to
their dreams and create a corner for their self-
development."

Leaders of Changes

Project Goals: To increase the
awareness of high school
students from villages about
educational programs and to
teach them how to apply for
them.

Project Results: On January
10-12, 2022, 43 high school
students (10-11 grades) from
Tyup village of Issyk-Kul region
participated in the academic
camp comprised of the training
sessions on the topics of
leadership (e.g., goal setting,
time management, civic
engagement, etc.) and
educational opportunities (e.g.,
FLEX and UGRAD exchange
programs, JACAFA and KPK
scholarships, motivation letter,
etc.).

Project Leader: Anara
Tentikeeva, LAS-120

"Small villages have a big
problem - lack of educational
information and necessary soft
and hard skills. Many high
school students want to get
education, to participate in
different conferences and
realize their potential. However,
they do not know how, they
even do not know that there
are a lot of great programs for
free."

Tech Youth Collab KG

Project Goals: To assist high school students
from every region of Kyrgyzstan in university
application, test preparation, essay writing
through a 5-hour educathon in two major cities:
Osh and Bishkek.
 
Project Results: From November 20 till
November 27, 2021, 22 high school students
(10-11 grades) attended the program and took
part in a team competition in math, grammar,
and essay. At the end, participants received a
list of programs and universities they could
apply to, learned more about AUCA's programs
and departments, and were able to improve
their English and math.

Project Leader: Gulaiym Dadabaeva, ECO-119
 
"We have many talented high school students
who need just a bit of help and they will get
accepted wherever they want. [...] Being an
NGA alumna with a scholarship, I get many
requests to help high school students from my
school, from my city to also apply for this
program. However, the circle of my connection
is limited to my city, so I thought about creating
a platform which can unite people from every
region of Kyrgyzstan. Why is it important to me?
It is important because I believe in the strength
of knowledge and I want to live in a better world
in my country."

Art Up

Project Goals: To show various aspects of art,
inspire and motivate young people in
discovering and developing their creative
potential, as well as instill confidence in their
interest in art.

Project Results: From 127 applications, 45
school students were selected to participate in a
3-day event during March 5-7, 2022 in Bishkek.
The event consisted of lectures, interactive
sessions and master classes with expert
speakers in 9 different areas of art, such as
painting, digital art and sculpture;
cinematography and animation; theater, ballet
and music.

Project Leader: Saltanat Namazbekova, SOC-
119

"The art industry in Kyrgyzstan is in early stages
of its development and through this project we
want to attract the attention of young people to
it. The stereotypes revolving around art have
been taught to young people from childhood.
That caused the occurrence of fear and
uncertainty in choosing this field as a main field
of work, or as a hobby. [...] [Via this project] we
want to show how great art can be, as well as
support and inspire young people in discovering
and developing their creative potential."

Water and Climate Security Program

Project Goals: To build the capacity of youth
and educators in local communities on the
border of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan on
cooperation, adaptation, and sustainability in the
context of changing climate and challenges of
transboundary water management. 

Project Results: Held on May 28, 2022 in Osh,
the program brought together 15 young leaders
and 15 teachers from 3 southern regions, who
underwent training sessions (e.g., Climate
Fresk), expert workshops (e.g., on the context of
the Central Asian Water and Climate Youth
Movement, education for sustainable community
development, water career prospects for young
leaders) and interactive activities (e.g.,
Expectations Tree, ice-breakers, energizers) in
order to become "Water and Climate
Ambassadors". Thus, by the end, 30
participants received general knowledge and
applied tools in the field of education for
sustainable development. The young
ambassadors learned about the water-climate
movement of Central Asia and the importance
and possibilities of their participation.

Project Leader: Samar Kanatov, ECO-120

"Modern conditions of climate change have
been extensively affecting not only
geographically vulnerable populations, but also
those who are on extreme points of economic
and social crisis. The matters of water allocation
and basic access to it are also jeopardized by
consequences of changes in climate; the
jeopardy escalates when climate effects touch
transboundary waters. By various ways,
threatening local people’s socio-economic
conditions, water issues under the effects of
climate change can lead to tragic
consequences, extending as much as wars,
especially when it is the concern of transnational
borders. One of the most recent evidence of
such is the Spring 2021 border issue in Batken
between Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. This topic is
important to address in order to avert the
repetition of such occurrences in the future and
establish “healthy”, sustainable approaches of
management of transboundary waters in the
context of climate change."

Cinematography for Civic Activists

Project Goals: To improve the filmmaking skills
of students through an intensive workshop,
provide them with a practical experience of
shooting a short film and organize a screening
at a small Film Festival in Khujand, Tajikistan.

Project Results: Due to different
circumstances, the initial project plan was
altered. In total, 25 students participated in the
workshop and learnt about the importance of
social issues and creative ways of approaching
them on June 22-23, 2022. By the end of the
program, students in groups created different
project ideas, comics or social videos, and
winners were awarded with certificates during
the Media Contest.

Project Leader: Dilshod Hamroboev, TCMA-
118

"Tajikistan is full of active youth who are getting
involved in different social projects. Currently,
there are several spheres of volunteering and
civic engagement being developed. However,
media is not developing among youth, and there
are fewer vloggers and cinematographers in our
country. After asking youth, I understood that
there is no platform in Tajikistan that would allow
them to develop their videomaking skills.
Therefore, since I study media arts at AUCA, I
am eager to share the knowledge and skills that
I have gained."

Girls’ Empowerment Boot Camp

Project Goals: To bring awareness and help
teenage girls to recognize their self-worth, set
goals and start working on them through a
series of presentations conducted by guest
speakers, activities, and a mentorship program
in Dushanbe city, Tajikistan.

Project Results: From July 23 till July 26, 2022,
15 girls took part in a 4-day Girls Empowerment
Bootcamp, where they learnt more about mental
health, different career paths, setting career and
personal goals, online working opportunities
(e.g., SkyEng, Native Camp, SMM), educational
opportunities and scholarships. Moreover, each
of the participants was assigned a mentor, who
further provided their guidance and advice
during the next 6-12 months.

Project Leader: Nekkhotun Qirghizbekova, BA-
120

"In Central Asian communities, especially in
Tajikistan, during the teenage period girls are
facing gender related challenges and feel
insecure and uncomfortable. The
aforementioned gender related challenges are
as follows: lack of awareness about career and
educational opportunities, limited potential as a
result of social constraints, family related high
expectations, insecurity to express themselves
in public, affected mental health as a result of
peer pressure.

Our team involved in this project consists of girls
raised in the same area, who faced the same
problems and thus want to help the new
generation of girls. At the time when we
encountered the same issues, it was hard for us
to deal with them alone."

Hope for Afghan Girls

Project Goals: To help Afghan girls who have
been denied the right to education to maintain
their motivation and to not lose their hope while
the country is in a critical situation.

Project Results: On December 20-22, January
20-22 and February 20-22, three rounds of a
virtual educational camp were organized for 120
Afghan girls (aged between 14-25) residing in
Afghanistan that consisted of the sessions on
the topics of mental health, advising, education
and motivation.

Project Leader: Mursalina Amin, ICP-121

"Girls' education has mostly been a big and
controversial topic for Afghanistan since there
has been the Taliban in between. They stopped
education for girls in Afghanistan and do not
allow women and girls to go out for education
and work. Knowing the importance of girls'
education and participation in the development
of the country, the project could help with
addressing this big issue in its best possible
way. It has not been a big project but it could be
a good initial step for addressing it."

Spring 2022

Basketball for All (3rd round)

Project Goals: to raise
awareness about autism
spectrum disorder and Down
syndrome and create an
inclusive environment for
children with special needs via
a space where children can
develop social and physical
skills through regular basketball
trainings and interactions with
student volunteers.

Project Results: On April 3-
May 26, 2022, 33 children with
disabilities and 50 volunteers
(24 university and 26 high
school students) participated in
regular basketball training
sessions with a professional
coach who was recruited for
long-term cooperation. This
season, special attention was
given to make the project more
sustainable by developing a
plan for future coordinators,
which means that the project
will stay in AUCA for a long
time with SIDP support.

Project Leader: Saliya
Khurova, BA-120
 
"I will be coordinating this
project for the second time.
From the last experience I
would like to enhance my skills
in teamwork and make sure
that everyone including
volunteers and children will feel
welcomed."

Break for the Lesson (The Son)

Project Goals: To involve
social networks and media
resources of Kyrgyzstan in
discussing the living conditions
and difficulties of education for
children from the Batken region
against the background of
ongoing border conflicts.

Project Results: From March
30 till June 14, 2022, the
project leader and her team
visited 5 villages in the region:
Kara-Bak, Borborduk, Maksat,
Kara-Bel and Tamga in order to
connect with local schools,
local population and interview
local families for the
documentary “Break for the
Lesson.” As a result, the film
unveiled a story about how
children become the main labor
force of the southern region of
Kyrgyzstan. It showed the
difficult economic and political
situation of the Batken region:
the lack of jobs and children
growing up without parents in
the circumstances of the armed
aggression. On May 25, there
was a screening of the film at
the university open to the
public. Following this, the
documentary was rented by
one the biggest channels in
Kyrgyzstan - TV1 KG.

Project Leader: Yuliya
Goriainova, MAJOUR-120

"Children in rural areas simply
have no time to study, because
they become the main helpers
of their grandparents and all
the hardest work around the
house falls on them. The
parents of these children are
on earnings, there is nowhere
to wait for help for these
families, so they survive as
best they can – they are
engaged in cattle breeding and
agriculture. If for some children,
rest is a break from studying,
then for my main character [in
the film], classes at school are
a break from working in the
barnyard."

"Break for the Lesson" Documentary
  youtu.be

Aidar in His Universe

Project Goal: To film three
representatives of children with
disabilities (i.e., Down
syndrome, autism, and cerebral
palsy), who participated in the
project “Basketball for All,” and
through the film to show the
importance of their socialization
in society.

Project Results: From April 17
till June 13, 2022, Alina shot a
documentary about a boy
Aidar, participant of the
"Basketball for All." The film
showed the joyful and rich
experience the project provided
children with, but more
importantly it demonstrated that
children with disabilities are like
any other children, and should
be treated just like ordinary
kids. The screening of the film
was held on June 14, 2022 at
AUCA and invited Aidar and his
parents, project volunteers and
children participants. 81 people
benefited from the project: 47
film participants, 4 volunteers,
15 children from the project
“Basketball For All” and 15
parents of the children.

Project Leader: Alina
Baitokova, TCMA-120

"There are very few social
projects in our society, such as
"Basketball for All," and this
project has had a good impact
on the growth of children. I
want to make a documentary
about these children and
thereby show people how
much children need
socialization, where they could
communicate with people and
have equal rights and
opportunities for life. They have
different interests and hobbies,
and if we create an opportunity
for them, it would also help
them develop and take their
place as a specialist in society."

Village Girl

Project Goals: To create a positive “girl’s
power” culture by empowering and enabling
them to reach their full potential and nurture
their leadership skills. 

Project Results: On April 8-10, 2022, 25 high
school girls (8-10 grades) from Kyzyl-Dzhar
village, Zhalal-Abad region, underwent the
program and learnt about leadership skills,
communication skills, educational opportunities,
goal setting, reproductive and mental health,
essay writing, and self-awareness. During the
workshops, participants played interactive
games, wrote about their impressions and
lessons learnt from the sessions, and presented
their perspectives regarding the topic.

Project Leader: Asel Temiralieva, NGA

"Girls in rural areas of Kyrgyzstan are very
vulnerable and insecure. They are targeted for
bride-kidnapping, domestic violence and early
childhood marriages. [...] [Thus,] it is crucial to
invest in their healthy, happy and successful
future, as they are going to bring a new
generation. I am from a village myself and am
familiar with the local difficulties and challenges
for girls: for example, lack of self-awareness,
critical and creative thinking, and lack of
information about opportunities. [...] Living in the
village, I have always looked for a person/role
model to look up to, and now that I have
achieved my dreams with the help of so many
people in my life, I want to give back and create
a resource for girls to achieve their goals and
reach their full potential."

Jash Kanattar

Project Goals: To encourage students from
Sokuluk village to reach their goals by learning
new skills through the Model United Nations
workshop, as well as develop their problem-
solving, public speaking, leadership, diplomatic
and critical thinking skills. 

Project Results: On April 23, 2022, 15 school
students from Sokuluk village attended the MUN
style workshop, during which they had an
opportunity to learn more about the concept of
Model UN, AUCA, NGA, debating and public
speaking.

Project Leader: Salima Almazbekova, JMC-
121

“Since both my parents graduated from rural
schools in Sokuluk, I know firsthand how the
lack of family support, good teachers, and the
right resources can kill a student's desire to
strive for big goals. Having close relatives
studying there, I see that even now the students
of these schools need to find that big hope for
their successful and bright future. Living and
studying all my life in the city, but spending a
significant part of the time in the village with my
relatives, even as a child I felt a sharp difference
between urban and rural schoolchildren.
Therefore, this project is a chance for me to
contribute to the solution of the problem that I
have been observing since childhood in my
home village.”

Sacred Phoenix

Project Goals: To increase the civic activity of
young people, motivate them for self-
development, leadership and volunteering in
rural areas of Kyrgyzstan.

Project Results: On March 29-31, 2022, 32
students from Myrza-Ake village, Osh region,
participated in seminars, trainings and debates
on a variety of topics, such as leadership skills,
public speaking, gender equality, university
application processes, and so on.

Project Leader: Kanykei Kochkambaeva, NGA

"From birth, I lived in the most ordinary village in
Kyrgyzstan. [Thus,] I know exactly what
problems and difficulties students face in social
life and even when entering a higher
educational institution. [...] My goal is to teach
schoolchildren to get out of their comfort zone
and become the leaders of their future!"

Development Camp

Project Goals: To increase the
level of living of countryside
high school students through
the development program and
complex of information
sessions.

Project Results: During a 2-
day camp on June 25-26, 2022
in Osh city, 25 high school
students were empowered in
their educational endeavors
through information sessions,
interactive games and master
classes on various topics
related to civic engagement
and education, like mock
interviews, workshops on goals
setting, time management,
academic essay writing, and
overcoming the impediments of
education, etc.

Project Leader: Begimai
Azizbekova, ECO-120

"Currently, students at school
face a variety of problems
including the old educational
system, disadvantaged
families, and lack of
opportunities. I can relate to
this issue from my personal
experience, because in my
school we faced a shortage of
teachers… I think this is a sign
to address this issue on a
deeper level."

Green Study

Project Goals: To
schoolchildren about
environmental issues and
proper waste collection and
sorting practices.

Project Results: From March
30 till May 25, 2022, the project
leaders managed to visit 5
public schools in Bishkek and
Novopalovka village and target
300 pupils from 5th, 6th and
7th grades. The presentations
prepared by the PLs were
followed by interactive
sessions, where children had
an opportunity to decorate eco-
boxes. By the end of the
sessions, each school received
2 eco-boxes for collecting and
sorting waste paper and 2
informative posters.

Project Leader: Angelina Lim
& Aiperi Stambekova, ESCS-
119

“The problem is that the
population of Kyrgyzstan do not
take environmental problems
seriously; many still burn
leaves in the autumn and tear
their houses with rubber and
plastic in winter. The idea of the
project is to educate
schoolchildren about
environmental problems in the
country. It is important to
educate the young, as they will
then share and educate the
older generation.”

Sumolok

Project Goals: To address the
problem of the lack of proper
education on the history of
Kyrgyzstan.

Project Results: Since March
2022, the project leader and his
team have filmed 2 video
podcasts enlightening events
related to Kyrgyz nation’s
historical and social past. The
procasts promote Kyrgyz
History learning and developing
a patriotic mindset among
Kyrgyz citizens by raising
awareness of Kyrgyz History
among the masses via
accessible sources (i.e.,
Youtube platform). So far, the
podcasts have received 589
views and 47 subscribers on
YouTube from all over
Kyrgyzstan with the majority of
the audience being in the age
group between 18-24 years
old.

Project Leader: Dinislam
Almazbekov, BA-120

"Most [kyrgyzstani people] do
not feel that attachment and
devotion to our nation. The root
problem is the little knowledge
of our history and all the events
that led our country to its
current state. My desire to help
my commune, which keeps me
motivated because I see the
problem, and I thrive on
contributing to its solution."

Сүмөлөк
Видеоподкаст «Сүмөлөк» является первым социально-историческим подкастом,
повествующим о взаимосвязи исторических событий, которые задали вид Кыргызстану и
его...

  youtube.com

School of Social Entrepreneurship

Project Goals: To increase knowledge of social
entrepreneurship for the top 20 high school
student leaders through training in Tajikistan.

Project Results: 18 proactive students from
Guliston city, Tajikistan, gained knowledge about
social entrepreneurship via information sessions
(e.g., social problems, experience in social
projects, importance of implementing social
entrepreneurship and social projects), individual
work, group work and lectures conducted by
special guest speakers - successful local
entrepreneurs on July 7-8, 2022.

Project Leader: Umarjon Vohidov, LAS-120:

"Today we live in a world of capitalism, where
competition is harsh in every aspect, and
knowing the basics of business for young
people should be an important foundation.
Therefore, there are several specific reasons
that slow down business creation in Tajikistan
that we want to address. [...] What keeps me
motivated to complete this project is the feeling
of satisfaction after I have done something good
for someone else. This feeling is always in my
heart, from my earliest childhood, which I have
inherited from my family, friends, and
surroundings. Besides, if we [leaders] don't take
the initiative and build our community on our
own, who will? Certainly no one but us! That's
why this question always motivates me to do
useful things."

Afghan Girls’ Education

Project Goals: To help Afghan girls who have
been denied the right to education to maintain
their motivation and to not lose their hope while
the country is in a critical situation via guidance
on how they can apply for different scholarships.

Project Results: On April 4-7, June 4-7 and
July 14-17, almost 120 Afghan girls (aged
between 14-25) currently living in Afghanistan
participated in an online education program that
consisted of trainings focused on finding
scholarships and applying for them.

Project Leader: Mursalina Amin, ICP-121

"[Since August 2021,] Afghan women and girls
are not allowed to get education and to work
outside. Since the schools and universities are
closed for Afghan girls, they are severely in
need of help to get education and to find ways
of pursuing it, whether it is inside the country or
outside. As everyone knows, girls’ education is
very much crucial for the development of any
country and if it gets stopped, we can never
expect a country to become developed and self-
sufficient. Thus, taking the importance of this
phenomena in mind, the project we have is
concentrating on the education of girls in
Afghanistan. [...] The thing that keeps me
motivated about completing this project is the
hope and the help it would provide for my peers
in Afghanistan. I believe any single help for their
bright future would one day pay off and this
keeps me motivated to keep going."

Afghan Civic Engagement Program

In 2021-22 AY, ACEP supported 11 student projects

Fall 2021

Leadership Program for Kyrgyz Youth

Project Goals: To help high
school students to learn more
about leadership, teambuilding
and networking, as well as
advance their English skills.

Project Results: On March 25-
28, 2022, the leadership
program took place in Osh city
and helped 30 male and female
high school students develop
leadership, communication,
networking skills, equipped
them with the core knowledge
for project proposal writing and
reporting, as well as introduced
them to civic engagement
activities.

Project Leader: Hawa Taban,
IBL-121

"As a young leader and active
student, I would like to share
my leadership experiences with
other youth. I believe every
youth should be empowered
through leadership activities
because it will have a positive
effect on society."

Team Building

Project Goals: To develop
team building skills, promote
environmental consciousness
and worldview, and encourage
learning the history of Elm
Grove, which is one of the
largest forests in Central Asia,
among AUCA students through
tree planting activities in Elm
Grove, Bishkek.

Project Results: 25
undergraduate, graduate and
NGA students were involved in
the planting of 15 trees in
EcoPark in Elm Grove on May
14, 2022. Thanks to this group
activity, students were able to
work together, exchange ideas,
create connections with nature
and thus take steps towards
ecoactivism and responsible
citizenship.

Project Leader: Mursal Jamal,
ESCS-121

"For a young leader, helping
people is very important.
[Personally,] I would like to
work more on young people
and help them to know more
about the ecological problems."

A Step Ahead

Project Goals: To expand knowledge of public
speaking, presentation, and interview skills of
high school students through workshop
sessions, games, creative activities, oral
practices, communication, and group works.

Project Results: In the period from February 4
to March 25, 2022, 20 high school students from
Bishkek attended 2-hour long sessions per
week on the following topics: CV tips,
presentation and interview skills, project
planning and implementation, job hunting,
research, etc.

Project Leader: Roona Farahi, LAS-HR-120

"While I was studying at AUCA, I met a group of
students who were very intelligent. They had all
the requirements for getting outstanding scores
for their classes and getting great job
opportunities but, unfortunately, they did not
have the skills on how to exhibit their talent.
They used to get stressed when a professor
was talking about presentation, interview, and
research. I believe there are numerous students
having the same issue. Therefore, this is the
main issue that this project will be addressing
and working on."

Spring 2022

Persian Poetry Night

Project Goals: To bring
together the Persian poetry
lovers under an umbrella to
recite poems, enrich their
understanding of Persian
poetry, and reconnect with
their cultural identity through
literature.

Project Results: 64 students
from different universities in
Kyrgyzstan (e.g., AUCA/AUAF,
UCA, OSCE Academy, Manas
University) and other Central
Asian countries, like Tajikistan
and Afghanistan, were brought
together on a poetry night on
June 11, 2022, for creating and
reciting sophisticated poems
and declamations in Persian. 

Project Leader: Bashir Ahmad Noori, SFW-120
 
"Persian is known to be one of the classic languages of the 21st
century and is spoken by more than 100 million people around
the world. On the other hand, Persian literacy has flourished from
many centuries and is well known for its epic poetry. In literacy,
poetry is known to be there to link people’s feelings, beliefs, and
attitudes toward a particular object and aim. [...] For celebration
and commemoration of the great poets of Persian, people get
together and recite the poets’ and their own poems. Such
programs help in realization of the value of Persian poetry, make
others learn, adapt, and improve the art of declamation by
performance and practice, and increase individual’s
acknowledgment, interest, and abilities in poetry. Considering the
current chaos around the world including Afghanistan’s and every
Afghan’s situation, we believe that implementation of this
program may help not only the Afghan migrants to share their
feelings and feel better but it may also allow all other Persian
speakers who may participate in the program to feel a sense of
solidarity."

Association of Afghan Girls

Project Goals: To connect and
improve debating and effective
reading skills of Afghan girls,
as well as restore their lost
motivation and encourage them
with their future goals via online
sessions.

Project Results: On June 7,
2022, 40 Afghan girls (age
range: 12-20 years old) were
introduced to a virtual platform,
where they met new people,
made friends and
communicated with each other.
This practice initially helped
them to build confidence to
speak up about their interests,
opinions and experiences, and
provided them with new skills,
such as effective reading and
debating. In the long-term, it is
expected that the project will
help participants to restore lost
motivation and encourage them
to pursue their goals.

Project Leader: Fatima Kakar,
ICP-119

"I have always been
passionate about working in
the field of women
empowerment, and it is
because for most of my life I
have witnessed marginalization
and violation of women rights. I
believe a development without
active participation of women is
impossible, women account for
more than half of the
population in a country and
excluding them from civil life
results in poverty, extremism
and illiteracy."

Web Development Workshop for Persons with Disabilities in

Kyrgyzstan

Project Goals: To teach and
assist persons with disabilities
in finding online employment
through web development
workshops in Bishkek and Osh
cities.

Project Results: From April 11
until June 7, 2022, the project
gathered 46 participants with
disabilities and helped them
learn the basics of HTML,
CSS, web development and
find online employment,
provided encouragement to
learn difficult concepts such as
programming, and created a
community of people with
special needs interested in
learning and working online.
By the end of the project, all
participants were able to
create an interactive website.

Project Leader: Halima Tora, SFW-120

“The universal declaration of human rights states that everyone is
born equal and free to access the freedoms that are granted to
them either by birth or state and the government should not limit
or restrict the basic rights of individuals to education, health, and
employment. However, there is a specific group of people, such
as persons with disabilities, that have barriers invisible to others
when it comes to accessing their natural rights. The main issue
this project aims to tackle is the employment issues of persons
with disabilities in Kyrgyzstan. According to UNDP, there are
more than 193,000 persons with disabilities in Kyrgyzstan alone.
Disabled people face stigmatization from society and the people
regarding their illness which affects their employment chances,
especially if their disability is visible. [...] According to OSCE, only
103 people with disabilities work in the public service in
Kyrgyzstan. This data demonstrates how little this specific group
is included in the workplace compared to non-disabled people.
Disabled people usually are dependent on their other family
members to financially support them since they have many
obstacles that prevent them from employment, or they quit
because of unfair treatment in the workplace. This dependency
damages the social life and physiological and mental state of the
person with disabilities.”

Afghan Women Empowerment

Project Goals: To provide an
opportunity for Afghan girls to
continue their education and go
forward.

Project Results: 60 Afghan
female students (40 school and
20 university) participated in a
15-day program comprised of
workshops, lectures, guest
speaking sessions, group and
individual works, Q&A sessions
on a range of topics: public
speaking, academic writing,
and leadership. The sessions
took place in a hybrid format on
March 29-April 12, 2022 in
Kabul, Afghanistan. By the end
of the program, participants
learnt the basic steps of
academic writing, how to write
a mini-essay, a speech, and
how to present it effectively in
front of the audience.

 

Project Leader: Lima Habib,
ICP-120

"After the regime changed, the
Afghan girls lost their
freedoms. One of these
freedoms was education: the
girls [now] can not even go to
school, and most of the
educational centers were
closed for girls. Because of
these issues in the path of the
success of Afghan ladies, I
want to implement this project
for them. Today, what I’ve
achieved is mainly related to
my education; I want to help
my girls reach their goals. This
project can be helpful for them
to start again to make their
destiny."

Tree Planting

Project Goals: To plant pine trees with school
students from public school #58 in Bishkek city.

Project Results: On April 29, 2022, 30 pupils
from school #58 planted 30 trees on the territory
of their school with the help of AUCA volunteers
and ESCS program director - Philippe Boizeau.
They learnt how to properly plant and look after
trees, received valuable information regarding
the “EcoPark” project, as well as had an
opportunity to develop their communication and
team building skills thanks to the joint activities.

Project Leader: Mursal Jamal, ESCS-121

"[There is a problem of] lack of green areas in
the children's school and lack of awareness
[about environmental problems] among the
school students. [Thus, the project aims to] give
a sense of responsibility to the children to be
more eco-friendly, so in this way they will be
raised as responsible youth in the society
regarding their environment and will contribute
in decreasing the air pollution. [...] Overall, the
project wants to assist the children to take an
active part when working in teams."

Youth Action for Nature

Project Goals: To increase
awareness about
environmental issues (air &
water pollution, climate change,
recycling) in Afghanistan
among high school students
through eco-workshops and
case cup competition on eco-
problems, thus encouraging
students to protect the
sustainability of the planet and
be environmentally responsible
for their community.

Project Results: Having taken
part in the project on March 28-
31, 2022 in Mazar-e-Sharif,
Afghanistan, 30 school
students had a chance to
present their solutions on the
topic of “Environmental and
Ecological Issues in
Afghanistan,” improve their
leadership and networking
through working in a team, and
problem-solving skills through
case cup championship on
environmental issues. Next,
these trained young people are
expected to share acquired
knowledge with other students,
mates, and families in their
community, thus reaching
additional 300-500 indirect
beneficiaries within a year and
contributing to the project's
community sustainability.

Project Leader: Najla Amini,
ECO-120

"In Afghanistan, the lack of
knowledge kills the necessity of
fully understanding
environmental issues, mostly
among school students who
don’t have enough information
about it, which leads to the
negative effects for society’s
representatives. High school
students do not see the
importance of climate action
such as recycling and air
pollution. Particularly, those
who are from regions and far
cities are not familiar with such
things as plastic recycling, eco-
materials, and basic
fundamental knowledge about
environmental care. Through
the project, we can make
people aware and lead to
taking real actions in their own
communities for issues that
negatively affect the soil as well
as the air."

Creative Healing: Art Therapy

Project Goals: To decrease the level of stress
and anxiety among AUCA Afghan students by
practicing art therapy.

Project Results: 15 AUCA female students and
“Fatima” club members participated in six art
therapy sessions during April 15-29 and May 6-
20, 2022 to ease their stress and anxiety levels.
As a result, students demonstrated decreased
stress levels measured by the Perceived Stress
Scale (PSS) 3 times during the project.

Project Leader: Nargis Payendeh, TCMA-120

"Today is the age of media and a new
generation is spending more time online,
becoming apart from society and socialization.
This, together with the trauma and worry about
the family members who are living in a non-
secured place, causes anxiety and brings
negative emotions that prevent people from
focusing on their goals and lead them into a lost
road of emotions. Therefore, art therapy
combined with talk therapy can help people deal
with strong emotions, increase self-awareness
and self-worth."

Afghan Female Refugee Empowerment

Project Goals: To identify and empower a
group of Afghan female refugees residing in
Kyrgyzstan by helping them to understand their
refugee status and rights according to the local
laws and find ways to effectively put in practice
their skills in tailoring, knitting, beadwork,
cooking, etc.

Project Results: During 4-25 June, 2022, 15
Afghan female refugees participated in the
program and were able to share their problems,
suggestions, plans, insecurities, and issues.
Within the program, they learnt about new
regulations on refugees’ law in Kyrgyzstan and
produced various business ideas (e.g., opening
a restaurant and tailoring shop). More
importantly, they connected to create a group to
jointly work on projects for the better life of
Afghan refugees in Bishkek.

Project Leader: Roona Farahi, LAS-HR-120

"For years, a huge amount of Afghan refugees
has been moving to countries out of Afghanistan
due to the civil wars. They leave the country
hoping to start a better life with more facilities,
safety, and opportunities, but still women are the
most vulnerable group among them because
they are not educated, have no language skills,
and have no knowledge of document work. [...]
Although most female refugees are not
educated, they have got several skills, such as
tailoring, knitting, beadwork, cooking, etc. They
can serve in society having these skills without
being educated. [For this] it is significant for
them to get informed of their rights as refugees.
After understanding their status as refugees
these women will be able to exhibit their roles as
active citizens in society and work beside their
spouses."

Certificate in Civic Engagement:

OSUN Program

 
Freshmen, sophomore and junior students, who have experience
in the field of civic engagement, are eligible to apply for the
Certificate in Civic Engagement offered by the Open Society
University Network (OSUN) & Bard College!
 
Deadline: 30 September, 2022

Certificate in Civic Engagement | Open Society University
Network
Certificate in Civic Engagement at OSUN

  opensocietyuniversity...

Important Deadlines for Fall 2022

October 3: SIDP Fall 2022 Call

October 10: ACEP Fall 2022 Call
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